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Abstract

This paper addresses the establishment of a kVA-range plug-in hybrid electrical vehicle (PHEV) integration test platform and
associated issues. Advancements in battery and power electronic technology, hybrid vehicles are becoming increasingly dependent
on the electrical energy provided by the batteries. Minimal or no support by the internal combustion engine may result in the
vehicle being occasionally unable to recharge the batteries during highly dynamic driving that occurs in urban areas. The inability
to sustain its own energy source creates a situation where the vehicle must connect to the electrical grid in order to recharge its
batteries. The effects of a large penetration of electric vehicles connected into the grid are still relatively unknown. This paper
presents a novel methodology that will be utilized to study the effects of PHEV charging at the sub-transmission level. The
proposed test platform utilizes the power hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) concept in conjunction with high-fidelity PHEV energy
system simulation models. The battery, in particular, is simulated utilizing a real-time digital simulator (RTDSTM) which generates
appropriate control commands to a power electronics-based voltage amplifier that interfaces via a LC-LC-type filter to a power
grid. In addition, the PHEV impact is evaluated via another power electronic converter controlled through dSPACETM, a rapid
control systems prototyping software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) utilize battery
packs consisting of multiple cells. These batteries have a wide
voltage range depending on vehicle type and application [1]–
[6]. These multi-celled battery packs can consume substantial
amounts of power from the charging station in which they are
connected to when the battery state of charge is depleted [3].
A few vehicles connected to the grid via a battery charger
may not have a substantial impact; however, at high vehicle
penetration levels the impact on the grid could be considerable
and thus warrants investigation.

Most utilities have a generation capacity that exceeds the
power required during normal operating conditions; however,

the replacement of conventional vehicles by PHEVs cer-
tainly will result in an unplanned increase in demand. This
increased nonlinear power demand could lead to such prob-
lems as voltage sag, transmission line temperature increase,
harmonics, and instability of the power system. In order to
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answer these questions, a flexible experimental environment
is developed in the laboratory that can be adapted to emulate
multiple PHEVs being charged at random time intervals on a
single source in order to model how a commercial charging
station would supply energy to a group of PHEVs; and
subsequently measure this impact on the grid system to which
it is connected.

The primary motivation of this work is to develop a test plat-
form which can be utilized to conduct research experiments
involving advanced PHEV control system strategies, PHEV
integration or a combination of the aforementioned. Using the
proposed concept will substantially de-risk the instantiation of
PHEV integration experiments, especially for scenarios where
the multiple PHEVs are utilized at appreciable power levels.
Furthermore, it eliminates the need to obtain the hardware
that is modeled within the virtual environment (provided the
models are sufficiently validated); thus ultimately lowering
cost and risk.

Additionally, this work creates a robust test platform that
can be used to analyze and observe the different effects
from the implementation of various PHEV charging control
strategies.
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Fig. 1. Structural distinction between CHIL and PHIL simulations.

II. POWER HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP CONCEPT AND
PHEV BATTERY MODELING

A. Power Hardware-in-the-Loop Concept

Integration of PHEVs, which are connected via power
electronic interfaces into the power grid, presents a challenging
problem from an impact analysis point of view. While off-line
simulation and modeling significantly help in preparing a new
product or prototype for field deployment, thorough testing
of the hardware under dynamic and transient conditions is
essential for the transition of technology from the experimental
phase to prototype and, subsequently, product phase. The
method of real-time simulation of electric power systems and
its application in PHIL experiments is a very powerful tool in
this process. In PHIL simulation, a realistic environment for a
device is represented on a real-time simulator and interfaced
to the device under test through power electronics-based
amplifiers. Feedback of the response from the device is then
used to complete the control loop, providing a means for the
device to fully interact with the simulated environment. PHIL
is an extension of the Controller Hardware-in-the-loop (CHIL)
simulation method which is widely applied for investigating
the real-time behavior of controller and protection equipment.
The different structures of CHIL and PHIL simulations are
illustrated in Fig. 1 [7].

Since in a CHIL simulation the signals exchanged between
the hardware and the simulator are low-power control signals
that are usually within the range of +/- 10V, 0 ∼ 100mA,
commercial digital / analog (D/A) or analog / digital (A/D)
converters suffice for the interface.

In contrast, a PHIL simulation of satisfactory accuracy
requires a high precision interface amplifier (AMP in Fig. 1).
In order to represent the PHEV grid impact from a simulation,
a power coupling network is necessary to interface power
exchange. In this paper, a PHEV battery and load dynamics
are simulated with a real-time digital simulator (RTDSTM),
which generates appropriate control commands to a power
electronics-based voltage amplifier that interfaces to a power
grid via a LC-LC-type filter. The voltage amplifier and its
passive filter represent a PHEV, establishing a novel unified
research platform for PHEV integration analysis.

It should be noted however that imprecision present in
the amplified signal, caused by time delays, nonlinearities,
sensor noise, and noise injection caused, for example, by
power electronic switching within the amplifier, could result
in significant simulation error and even instability so detailed

Fig. 2. Nominal current discharge characteristics of a battery.

system study is required when designing the power coupling
network [8].

B. PHEV Battery Modeling
Using an energy storage system comprised of multiple

battery cells is a popular proposed way of providing propulsion
for PHEVs. Although there is multiple battery cells involved,
the energy storage system will act as a single battery and,
therefore, can be modeled as such. The ability to model an
energy storage system with multiple battery cells as a single
battery is an important simplification that has been made
in this work, especially since energy systems are complex
and usually contain proprietary information that cannot be
easily obtained in order to build a model. Through this
simplification, the ability to utilize experimental data from
an actual energy storage system has been made possible. In
order to implement this energy system from a PHIL aspect, it
is necessary to develop a real-time battery model in order to
accurately reproduce the charging/discharging characteristics
of the physical system.

Multiple battery model topologies were considered for the
development of the charging system. Battery modeling has
been a commonly researched topic with several papers pub-
lished proposing a variety of models, both mathematical and
circuit-based [1]–[5]. In this work, a mathematical model was
developed that incorporates the full charge/discharge curve
characteristics. The mathematical model is a representation
based on Shepherd’s equation that was derived in order to
explain the nonlinear relationship between the state-of-charge
(SOC) and the voltage at the terminals of the energy storage
system. This polynomial shaped curve depicting the voltage-
time relationship is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 illustrates the discharge curve of a 5 Ah, 1.2 V
nominal voltage battery from an initial completely charged
state to a completely discharged final state. As shown in Fig.
2, the voltage curve of a battery during charging/discharging
contains three main processes that take place: an exponential
drop from full charge as the battery begins to discharge, a
linear section about the rated voltage where the battery is
typically operated, and a nonlinear section where the battery
approaches its completely discharged state. Fig. 3 shows the
voltage discharge curves as in Fig. 2, of the experimentally
tested energy storage system; however, they are plotted against
the amount of charge transferred from the battery as opposed
to time. It should be noted, that the curves were plotted against
discharge in order to obtain the correlating SOC at specific
points along the voltage curve. These points are indicated by
the numerically labeled points in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Voltage discharge curve of energy system with key points.

Each of the indicated points has an importance in express-
ing the characteristics of the energy storage system model
development. Four values must be obtained for the purpose
of mathematically modeling the system: voltage at full charge
(EFull , point 1), voltage and SOC at the end of the exponential
zone (EExp, point 2), voltage and SOC at the end of the
nominal zone (ENom, point 3), and total battery charge capacity
(Q, point 4). Obtaining these values enables the calculation
of the coefficients in Shepherd’s equation. The coefficients
are commonly referred to as A, B, and K and are calculated
using the expressions in (1)-(3) where Q represents the charge
capacity of the battery.

A = EFull −EExp (1)

B =
3

QExp
(2)

K =
(EFull −EExp +A · (exp(−B ·QNom)−1) · (Q−QNom))

QNom
(3)

Coefficient A is defined as the exponential zone amplitude,
with units of volts, and can be calculated by subtracting the
voltage amplitude at the end of the exponential zone from
the voltage at full charge as in (1). Coefficient B is defined
as the exponential zone time constant inverse, with units of
Ah−1, and can be calculated using the charge at the end of
the exponential zone as in (2). Coefficient K is defined as the
polarization voltage, with units of volts and can be calculated
as shown in (3). Shepherd’s equation, as given in (4), contains
the coefficients that were obtained in order to model the energy
storage system. Note that Shepherd’s equation consists of
three main parts that describe the three main sections of the
charge/discharge curve of a battery.

E = E0 −K · Q

Q−
∫

IBattdt
+A · exp(−B · IBattt) (4)

Essentially, Shepherd’s equation states that the voltage at the
terminals of the battery, E, is equal to the nominal voltage, E0,
minus the nonlinear zone voltage, plus the exponential zone
voltage. The existence of the exponential zone voltage term
and nonlinear zone voltage term in Shepherd’s equation allows
the equation to capture the natural polynomial shape of the
voltage curve produced as the battery is charged/discharged.
Whether or not the exponential zone voltage term or nonlinear
zone voltage term dominates the equation, and dictates the

Fig. 4. Energy storage system model representation in simulation environment.

shape of the curve, depends on multiple parameters including
the amount of current and how long it has been flowing.

To complete the model information must be obtained re-
garding the internal resistance of the energy storage sys-
tem. The internal resistance can be acquired from the man-
ufacturer’s specification sheet or experimentally determined
through impedance spectroscopy [4]–[6]. Unfortunately, inter-
nal resistance of a battery is not a constant value and depends
on many factors such as temperature and current magnitude.

The internal resistance for the energy storage system mod-
eled for this research effort was obtained under nominal con-
ditions using impedance spectroscopy since the model being
used to simulate the system neglects temperature effects and
unordinary dynamic restrictions that more complex models
have the ability to address. Modeling these effects would not
necessarily be beneficial in this work since the systems will
be operated well within their rated values and not subjected
to any transient loading conditions.

Substituting the calculated parameters into Shepherd’s equa-
tion, the mathematical model can be incorporated as a control
feedback network to the electrical circuit modeling the energy
storage system. The electrical portion of the system model is
represented as a simple series circuit with a dependent voltage
source and a resistor. The dependent voltage source is used to
model the open-circuit voltage while the resistor in series with
this source is used to represent the internal resistance of the
physical system. The complete model is shown in Fig. 4.

The model is configured such that the current being drawn
from/supplied to the energy storage system is measured with
a current probe, integrated with respect to time to obtain
a continuously compounding rate of charge/discharge, and
substituted into Shepherd’s equation.

Shepherd’s equation is then used to calculate the voltage
command, E, that is sent to the dependent voltage source to
represent the voltage at the terminals of the energy storage
system.

III. ESTABLISHMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
PLATFORM

The general PHEV power interface configuration shown
in Fig. 5 contains the grid connection, charging station, and
PHEV. To accomplish the aforementioned setup, two three-
phase power converters were utilized; one converter utilizes
the (RTDSTM) simulation environment for the PHIL experi-
ment and second converter utilizes the dSPACETM simulation
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Fig. 5. General PHEV interface configuration.

Fig. 6. Proposed research platform with RTDSTM.

environment, a rapid control systems prototyping software
[9]-[10]. The converter that utilizes RTDSTM is used first to
observe the effects of charging PHEVs on the grid using the
battery model that was developed. The converter controlled
with dSPACETM is utilized for detailed harmonic analysis of
PHEV load current and its impact on a power grid.

A. RTDSTM Implementation

First, the 208 V-three-phase converter (25 kVA) representing
a virtual charger (VC) is utilized for PHEV impact studies a
shown in Fig. 6. The converter consists of an active front
unit (AFU), which is interconnected with the voltage source
inverter (VSI) through a common dc-bus (340 V) as shown in
Fig. 6. The AFU control circuit consists of six fully controlled
IGBT switches (two-level inverter topology), three line induc-
tors on the ac side (not shown in Fig. 6), and a capacitor on
the dc side. The conventional sine-triangle PWM is used as
a modulation strategy for the AFU. The VSI is based on the
same two-level inverter topology as the AFU, controlled with
a power electronics controller (PEC) and utilizes a Reference-
Carrier-Modulator (RCM), which uses a Reference-Carrier
method for calculation of three-phase patterns [11], [12]. The
PEC is programmed by an Ethernet connected host PC by
means of MATLAB/SimulinkTM and the real-time workshop.
The switching frequency of the VSI is set to 5 kHz.

In order to achieve the desired VC operation for PHEV
impact studies, the previously described battery model based
on (4) and an additional control algorithm that form the PHIL
experiment are implemented in RTDSTM as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. PHIL control setup implemented in RTDS.

Fig. 8. PEC control algorithm.

Prior to sending the PHEV model references to the PEC, by
means of enabling the battery model (signal “Battery Enable”),
the battery nominal voltage E0 needs to be defined first.

The measured VC output voltage (VVC) and load current
(iLoad) are filtered with a first order low-pass filter (LPF) with
a cut-off frequency ωc and the following transfer function
LPF(z):

LPF(z) =
P · z+P

z−D
(5)

where the coefficients for the low-pass filter P and D are
defined as follows:

P =
Ts ·ωc

2+Ts ·ωc
; D =

2−Ts ·ωc

2+Ts ·ωc
(6)

and Ts = 50µs is the sampling period and ωc = 2 ·π ·10 Hz.
The RTDSTM is used to regulate the VC output voltage

Vre f VC at the experimental bus by providing instantaneous
voltage references to the PEC controller of the VSI. This
is no longer a discrete time process, so a Zero-Order Hold
(ZOH) is introduced in the PHIL control loop as shown
in Fig. 7. In addition to the closed-loop mode utilizing the
measured load current iLoad , the proposed PHIL control setup
can operate in open-loop mode by accepting reference current
charge/discharge values which can be determined by a user.

The PEC control algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. The PEC
is implemented in high speed control tasks required in power
converter applications and low speed tasks (converter interac-
tion with plant) in one single processor with a sampling period
Ts = 10 µs.

The PI controller provides the VC voltage closed-loop
control by utilizing a discrete-time domain PI controller.
The PI controller is tuned to be very slow in order to avoid the
system disturbances. The LPF(z) transfer function is equivalent
of (5)-(6).

As shown in Fig. 5, a PHEV structure incorporates a DC-DC
converter responsible for scaling the voltage from the charging
station to an appropriate level so that the energy storage system
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Fig. 9. VSI operation with sinusoidal references.

Fig. 10. VSI operation with DC references.

is appropriately managed during charging. Utilizing the VSI,
it’s possible to reproduce the behavior of a DC-DC converter
in a PHEV in order to assist in the development of the VC
station.

To accurately represent the DC-DC converter, the VSI
switching modulation was modified to produce a DC output so
that both the input and output of the VSI were DC quantities.
In this case, as shown in Fig. 8, the phase A modulation
reference Ref mod A, and the phase B modulation reference
Ref mod B were set equal in magnitude but opposite in
polarity so that they would imitate the positive and negative
terminals of a DC system. The aforementioned reference
modulation signals are then passed to PWM modulator of a
PEC.

Depicted in Fig. 9 is the grid current and load current
waveforms of the conventional VSI operation with sinusoidal
references. Under this operation the output of the VSI is
controlled to generate a sinusoidal output voltage in phase
with the grid current, which represents a desired active power
flow.

Fig. 10 shows the output voltage and load current wave-
forms of the proposed VC interface utilizing the DC references
used in the PWM modulation of the VSI. Unlike the case with
sinusoidal references, the DC references produce a DC load
current that is more representative of the DC quantities that
would be used to charge the energy storage system of a PHEV.

Once the operation of the VSI had been modified to
produce a DC output, the virtual grid interface system can be
constructed such that the structure of the VC station and PHEV
can be appropriately emulated. The next section discusses
the complete configuration of the power hardware and the
inclusion of the energy storage system that was modeled in
RTDSTM.

Fig. 11. Proposed research platform with dSPACETM.

The goal of the test platform is to demonstrate the op-
erational characteristics of a charging station and how it
would affect the grid. This is accomplished by monitoring
the charging curves of each of the PHEV battery models in
software and observing the grid current that will be measured
at the input side of the VSI, particularly recording the transient
qualities of the current waveform during load changes. The
active load bank will be changed in decreasing sequential steps
such that current between the VSI and load bank is increased
so as to represent PHEVs being added to the virtual charger.

B. dSPACETM Implementation

Similar to the previous converter setup, the dSPACETM-
controlled converter connected to a 480 V-three-phase power
grid is used for additional studies of PHEV grid impact as
shown in Fig. 11. The dSPACETM system has direct control
over the switching devices of the converter. In contrast to PEC-
controlled converter described in the previous section, in this
converter setup, the AFU utilizes the hysteresis modulation
technique and the VSI adopts a conventional sine-triangle
PWM with 4 kHz switching frequency. With the additional
ability to control the switching algorithm, this test platform can
be configured with a conventional diode rectifier representing
a charging station or utilizing an AFU. The results obtained
with a diode rectifier and AFU will be evaluated in the next
section.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the selected experimental results of
the research platform for PHEV integration studies described
above utilizing RTDSTM and dSPACETM simulation environ-
ments. The first section will highlight the results obtained
using the RTDSTM simulation environment forming the PHIL
experiment and the second section with discuss the results
acquired using the dSPACETM-controlled 480 V-three-phase
power converter.

A. RTDSTM Implementation Results

To validate the presented battery model, the VSI was
connected directly to a resistive load to perform a controlled
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Fig. 12. Validation of software model with model.

discharge test. The test results were then compared to those of
the physical energy storage system shown in Fig. 3. To obtain
a constant current discharge a simple DC-DC converter was
developed in software to control the energy system’s current so
that it was held constant despite the system’s changing voltage
throughout its discharge cycle. This control method is an
important implementation for the model validation procedure
because it allows the system to discharge in a practical manner
such that it remains within its rated values. Additionally,
this control method prevents fluctuation in current so that
the calculated internal resistance of the system is consistent
with the actual internal resistance. A comparison between the
model developed for real-time simulation and the actual energy
storage system is seen in Fig. 12.

In Fig. 12 the two curves are annotated and represent the
experimental curve obtained from the energy storage system
and the results obtained from the controlled current discharge
in simulation, both for the 10.03 A case, respectively. Notice
that the simulated curve accurately follows the experimental
curve for the majority of the discharge cycle confirming
that our model has sufficient fidelity for this case where
temperature, dynamics, and extreme charging rates are not
considered.

Once validated, the energy system model was used in
simulation in conjunction with the experimental test setup
in order to analyze the effects on the grid resulting from
PHEVs connected to the VC. As shown in Fig. 13, a simple
step load test was conducted with sensors measuring the load
current, the grid current, and the VC voltage. In the test case,
the load was stepped from 15 A to 20 A at approximately
15 s representing an addition of PHEVs to the charger until
approximately 65 s at which point the load was stepped down
to 15 A representing the removal of those additional vehicles.

It should be noted that the VC voltage in the top plot
remains constant regardless of the changes in the load and
line current as expected under properly operating control of a
VSI. The ability of the AFU to keep the voltage of the VC
stable is analogous to a PHEV’s charger ability to maintain a
constant voltage regardless of the PHEV load it is subjected
to within its rated values.

Fig. 14 is a detailed view of the dynamics that the charging
station undergoes when a PHEV load is added to the system.
Again the top plot displaying the VC voltage undergoes
negligible change when introduced to a worst case scenario, a
step change in the load. The middle plot shows the 5 A step
load increase along with its effects on the power grid current
shown in the bottom plot.

Fig. 13. Representation of PHEVs connecting/disconnecting through load
bank step changes. VC voltage (top), load current (middle), grid current
(bottom).

Fig. 14. Transient effects of line current as a result of step load changes; VC
voltage (top); load current (middle); grid current (bottom).

Note that the 5 A load increase is representative of at
most only one charging PHEV according to the charging
infrastructure terms proposed in [13]. However, even at this
minimal amount of PHEV introduction the effects are evident
on the charger notated by the arrow in bottom plot labeling
the initial peak in the line current created by the step change.

Although the initial peak is only approximately 2 A larger
than the succeeding peaks, this value could become increas-
ingly large with additional PHEV loads creating an undesirable
impact on both the charger, and under extreme conditions, the
grid.

Fig. 15 displays the results from the test case where three
PHEV models were developed in simulation and charged with
different initial connection times. In order to emulate this
scenario, the VSI output voltage was set to a DC value and
the load was changed in steps. Also, it is evident from Fig. 15
that at the point when the load is increased the next successive
PHEV has been connected by observing the increase in the
state of charge and voltage, or the decrease in the current sent
to each of the models.

Note that the bottom plot does not display the current to
each of the vehicles but instead displays the measured current
from the VC to the load that is representative of the total
charging current. This total current is equal to the individual
vehicle current only in the case where one PHEV model is
being charged. Although the bottom plot does not show each
current, the step increase that occurs each time the load was
changed is representative of how much current that single
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Fig. 15. Charging characteristics for the modeled PHEV energy storage
systems.

PHEV is drawing from the system.
As shown in the SOC plot in Fig. 15, the storage system

models were charged from 0 to 100% SOC. However, since
the energy storage system will never really reach 0 V, each of
the modeled energy system’s voltages started from a nonzero
value as shown in the Vbatt.

B. dSPACETM Implementation

In order to estimate the grid impact of PHEV charging
utilizing the proposed platform and show the different methods
of DC rectification, the setup with a dSPACETM-controlled
480 V-three-phase power converter is used. With the VSI
configured for DC mode operation (Fig.16(a)), the load bank
was connected to the output of the VSI. As shown in Fig.
16(b), the unmitigated harmonics of a conventional diode
rectifier can create negative effects on the grid that range
from increased losses to increased conductor temperature, all
of which can lead to equipment degradation and consumer
expense.

In order to compare the extent of the negative effects
contributed by the converter setups, the grid current waveforms
for the diode rectifier and AFU cases were obtained for
a VSI output of 300 V. Utilizing the same concept for a
battery modeling in dSPACETM, the VSI operates in DC mode,
creating approximately a 20 A load current. Note that the grid
current from the dSPACETM-controlled AFU is more distorted
compared to that of the grid current waveform obtained
from the PEC-controlled converter. Where the PEC-controlled
converter’s AFU utilizes a conventional sine-triangle PWM,
the dSPACETM-controlled converter’s AFU uses a hysteresis
current control modulation scheme. This scheme contributes
additional distortion due to the 10 A hysteresis band set in the
controls which appears on the grid current waveform.

By using a Fourier analysis, the grid current waveform for
the diode rectifier and AFU cases were transformed into the
frequency domain so that a spectral harmonic analysis could
be used to determine their fundamental waveform and the
existence of harmonics. The harmonic analysis is limited to
the 2500 Hz frequency range since most frequencies that will
affect power system components are contained within this
range. As shown in Fig. 17, for the diode rectifier case repre-
senting a charging station, multiple odd harmonics up to the
29thharmonic at approximately 1740 Hz, excluding the triplen

(a) VC voltage and load current.

(b) Diode rectifier utilization.

..
(c) AFU utilization

Fig. 16. Grid current waveforms during DC mode operation for diode rectifier
and AFU case.

harmonics (3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th, etc.) are present in the harmonic
spectra. The resulting total harmonic distortion (THD) for the
diode rectifier case is approximately 42%, meaning that the
total magnitude when the harmonics are summed up is equal
to 42% of the magnitude of the fundamental waveform.

The harmonic analysis results for the AFU case show that
the odd harmonics that existed in the diode rectifier case are
primarily eliminated by the controls except for some small
amount of noise due to the switching of the active front end
at frequencies below 300 Hz; that which could be reduced
by improving the control parameters and the passive filter
components of the power converter.

V. CONCLUSION

This work has presented a novel experimental test setup for
the study of V2G interaction by application of the power hard-
ware in the loop methodology. Case examples were provided
to illustrate the flexibility of the experimental test bed. It was
clearly shown that a real-time digital simulator in conjunction
with an appropriate mathematical model of a battery is suf-
ficient to represent the required terminal characteristics and
was additionally validated against measured battery data. Fur-
thermore, it was experimentally demonstrated that the battery
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Fig. 17. Harmonic spectral analysis for diode rectifier and AFU case.

model and converter controls of the hardware implementation
for the virtual battery charging station correctly emulate the
charging scenario of multiple PHEVs. Moreover, the effect
that various charging control strategies might have on the grid
were utilized as illustrative examples of the potential of the
unified research platform for PHEV impact analysis.
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